The teams behind the #VisibleWomen hashtag and Brink’s critically-acclaimed anthology, F(r)iction, are joining forces to do more than just bring visibility to women and non-cis-men* working in comics... They’re creating a themed issue with an all-star team, specifically curated to spotlight #VisibleWomen doing what they do best: bring incredible stories to life.

About the Unseen Issue:
In this special issue of F(r)iction, you’ll find an explosion of stories and art, shining a light on the unseen forces that control our world, including...

- Over 20 original works, including comics, short stories, creative nonfiction, and poems exploring what it means to be invisible
- Short comics pairing all-star comic writers with emerging #VisibleWomen artists to showcase their stellar talent
- Full color, custom illustrations pulled from a team of solely #VisibleWomen creators

Join the Creative Team!
*Any creative from a marginalized gender comfortable working under the banner of #VisibleWomen is welcome. All you need to do to be considered for the project is add #Unseen into your #VisibleWomen post on March 29, 2021.

“We’re grateful to the team at Brink Literacy Project for this opportunity to deliver on the promise of #VisibleWomen with concrete job opportunities. Here’s hoping that by setting this example, the F(r)iction partnership is the first of many...”
—Kelly Sue DeConnick, Founder of #VisibleWomen

“We are not just a visibility campaign. ALL SELECTED ARTISTS WILL BE MENTORED, PUBLISHED, AND PAID, creating direct hiring opportunities.

“Because of the trailblazing work of #VisibleWomen, I’ve never struggled to find incredible creators to illustrate our pages. It’s an honor to take this mission a step further, partnering on a project that rips the industry curtains back and showcases the stellar talent working on the fringes.”
—Dani Hedlund, Founder of Brink Literacy Project

All proceeds support our nonprofit mission to change lives through the power of storytelling!